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Process.StandardOutput Property

.NET Framework (current version) | Other Versions

Gets a stream used to read the textual output of the application.

**Namespace:** System.Diagnostics  
**Assembly:** System (in System.dll)

### Syntax

```csharp
[BrowsableAttribute(false)]
public StreamReader StandardOutput { get; }
```

**Property Value**
- **Type:** System.IO.StreamReader
- A StreamReader that can be used to read the standard output stream of the application.

### Exceptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exception</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>InvalidOperationException</td>
<td>The StandardOutput stream has not been defined for redirection; ensure ProcessStartInfo.RedirectStandardOutput is set to true and ProcessStartInfo.UseShellExecute is set to false.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Documentation

Choose your application type

Mobile / Native App
Native and hybrid mobile, desktop
eg: iOS, Android, Chrome

Single Page App
A JavaScript front-end app that uses an API
eg: AngularJS, React

Web App
Traditional server rendered web app
eg: Express.js, ASP.NET

Backend / API
An API or service that does JWT validation
eg: Hapi.js API, ASP.NET API
Discover Visual Studio Community 2015

New to Visual Studio? Check out coding tutorials and sample projects
Get training on new frameworks, languages, and technologies
Create a private code repo and backlog for your project
See how easy it is to get started with cloud services
Discover ways to extend and customize the IDE

Ready to cloud-power your experience?
Connect to Azure

News

Visual Studio 2017 for C++ developers – you will love it
Here on the C++ product team at Microsoft, our mission is to make the lives of every C++ developer on the planet better. We try to do that via various avenues.

NEW Tuesday, March 28, 2017

New Year, New Dev – Windows IoT Core
To wrap up the "New Year, New Dev" blog series, we'll go into using Windows 10 IoT Core and show how easy it is to start developing applications to deploy a...

NEW Tuesday, March 28, 2017

Python Tools "Interactive Windows" in Visual Studio 2017
Last week we announced that the Python development workload is available now in Visual Studio Preview, and briefly covered some of the new improvements in Vis...

NEW Tuesday, March 28, 2017

Visual Studio 2017 Poster
Since we launched Visual Studio 2017 last week, hundreds of thousands of customers like you have...

NuGet is now fully integrated into MSBuild
In the past, NuGet packages were managed in two different ways: packages.config and project.sln. Each with their own sets of advantages and limitations. Wi...

NEW Thursday, March 23, 2017

The week in .NET – Happy birthday .NET with Mads Torgersen, Coypu
This week, we’ll have Sidarth Gupta and Hong-Seok Kim from Samsung on the show to talk about their Tizen OS and its support for .NET Core. The show wo...

NEW Thursday, March 23, 2017

Reattach To Process in Visual Studio 2017
Sometimes when developing an application you can’t simply F5 to start debugging the application. In these cases you can use Attach to Process to debug. Many...

NEW Thursday, March 23, 2017

Desktop Bridge: Smooth User Transition and Data Migration (Windows Team Blog)

New on Microsoft Platforms

- Windows
- Microsoft Azure
- ASP.NET and Web

Featured Videos

- Building JavaScript apps with Angular
- Connecting to Services with Visual Studio
- Code Editor Enhancements for XAML Developers
- What’s New for .NET 2015
- What’s New in C# 6.0
knowledge feed a medium which serves content based on a specific user’s history, needs, social network, and other context
you see something different every time
you don’t see what other people see
you can still search and look up things
reading
history
events in the system
events in your calendar
what you liked or disliked
what similar people read
emergent behaviour
Selective color matching

Have you ever tried matching the red in lipstick to red in wallpaper, or blue in eyes to the sky? Using fewer colors makes an image look tighter and more balanced.

**Slow brewing fresh-ground beans**

Fresh-ground coffee beans make for a weaker brew that sometimes tastes sour. Improve the taste of your cup by slow-brewing.

**Saving on your electricity bill**

Coffeemaker is optimised for typical situations, but maybe you can adjust it to be even better. Here’s how our SmartPower system works.
Getting the CRM onto your mobile

When you’re on the go, you can still update leads, events, and deals. No need to build up a pile of updates for when you get back into the office.

Free calls when roaming

A good way to save on your phone bill, is get onto that WiFi. If you replace regular phone calls with IP calls (over the internet), all avoid paying roaming any operator fees, including roaming charges.
Recovering lost documents

If you accidentally deleted some documents, do not worry. There’s a way to get them back.

Converting notes into an outline

Perfect for creating meeting minutes, papers based on research, news articles, and action plans.
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who is your audience?
5 – 19
Gen Z

20 – 34
Gen Y

35+
Gen X
do people learn about your product themselves?
are there any extra hidden features?
is there a vast sea of knowledge to explore?
okay.
central brain